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Abstract
RABI OSCILLATIONS IN AN EXCITON-POLARITON
SYSTEAI
Özgür Esat Müstecaplıoğiu 
M, S. in Physics
Supervisor: Prof. Ah'xaiider S. Sliiınıovsky 
S('pt(aııl)(M· 1995
The pure qiiaiitum model d(\scril)ing lîahi oscillations of exciton-polaritons 
in a ınicro-cavity is consid(‘r(‘(l. IMiolon-c'Xcilon intiT’action Hamiltonian is 
diagonalized with the aid of Bogoliihov canonical transformations and polariton 
picture is obtained. We (ind that this picture is ecpiicalent to the two level atom- 
single mode held interaction up to the lact that bosonic nature^  of this picture 
allows many i)articles in both level whose decays give radiation. We demonstrate 
tluit in contrast to tlie Jaynes-Cummings moded collapse and revivals cannot be 
seen in our model. Pumping mecluinism and its elfects on the preparation of the 
initial states are examined. It is found that initial statcîs of such system should 
form two-modi' coher('nt state'. Markovian da.iiiping is introduc('d in 1 h'isi'iiberg- 
Langevin formalism. It is shown that i 1h‘ (oscillations can Ix' obs('rv('d if cavity 
dtiinping rate does not excc'ed some critical value depending on coupling constant 
cind detuning (of cavity modex iLxplicit cxxjoii'ssion for la'iiormalized HaJoi frecpiency 
is found. Strong, weak and critical damioing r('giim‘s are studi('d in detciil.
Keywords: llabi oscillations, excitons, polaritons, microcaviti(.'s, sponta­
neous emission, Jayn('s-(aimmings model.
özet
b ir  e k z i t o n -p o l a r it o n  s is t e m in d e  RABİ
SALINIMLARI
Özgür Esat Müstecaplıoğiu 
Fizik Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Alexander S. Slmınovsky
Eylül 1995
Mikro-kavitelerdeki ckzilon-polaritoıı sislemleıiniıı Rabi salıuıınları kuantunı 
mekaııiksel olarak incelendi, t'oton-ek/.il.oii ('l,kile:şiın Ilarnitoniyen’i Bogolubov 
kanonikal dönü.'jündin'i ile diyagonaliZ(' edikli ve polariton resmi elde edildi. İki 
seviyeli atom-tek mod ı.'jd·: etkile.simi ik.' bn modelin benzer ancak aynı olmadığı 
ortaya kondu. Jaynes-Cummings modelinin idesine, enerji seviyelerinde çok 
sayıda ¡larçacık bıilunabikliği v<' radyas '^unun bunların bozunumuyla oluştuğu 
ortaya kondu. Ayrıca çökınj ve diriliş görüngüsünün de bu sistemde olamayacağı 
gösterildi. Pompa alanıyla sistemin badangıçta iki modlu bir kolu'ient durumda 
lıazırbındığı bulundu. ilei.s('nb('rg-bang<‘vin lörmulasyuiuıyla. sisti'im“ Markoviyen 
kayıp mekaııizmalarımn etkisi incelendi. Kavite kayıp oranı kavite mod ayarı ve 
etkile-üm sabitine bağlı bir kritik değeri a:sarsa salımların olmayacağı bulundu. 
Renormalize Rabi İrekansı ifack'si bulundu, (lüçlü, zayıf, kritik kayıp durumları 
detaylı olarak incelendi.
Anahtar
sözcükler: Ralıi salmımları, ekzitoıı, polariton, kendiliğinden 151111a,
J ay nes- Cu m m i n gs 11 ıod<' 1 i.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
I'he study oi vacuuiM-iit l^d iiiduced Ixahi oscillaticuis in various physical s3\stems 
especially in semiconductors has gaiiu'd urgency due to the rapid development of 
optical communication systems and need foi* new (optical sourc(\s. In the last two 
years numerous experiments luive h('en perfornu'd for the examination of Rabi 
splitting. The iiuvin purpose of this thesis is to cijiistruct a j)ure fundamental 
quantum theory for microcavity exciton-systems and to determine the oj)timum 
conditions for the observation of the Rabi oscillations in such ca\'ities with finite 
qiudity.
The organization of the introduction s(H:tion will be ¿is follows. First, we will 
give a conceptual b¿ıckground for th(‘ pohiriton mechanism in solids in section 1 , 
then we will discuss a specific ty|)e of polaritons, namely exciton-polaritons in 
section 2 starting from the iiii])ortanc(' of ('xciton ciuitent of it. Then to be able to 
understcind liow those collective' excitations contril.)ute to the emission processes 
we will introduce the concept of s])onlaneous emission briefly in section 3 both 
for the cxises of free space emission and emission in cavity by emphasising the 
comparison of both cas(\s. hhiially we will brie'fly review the current trend in an 
important research area, namely cxivity (juantum c'lectrodynamics.
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1.1 Polariton Mechanism in Solids
Tlie notion of polariton is used for (losc;ri])tion of coupled inodes of the 
electromagnetic field and collective excitations in solids. Underlying idea was first 
introduced in the theory of polar o[)tical vibrations in ionic crystals to describe 
propagation ol light in a dielecl ric through such mixed modes of the photons and 
lattice vibrations in 1951 by Kun lluangd “ However, in modcu*n literature the 
term polariton is used lor any mixed mode involving a photon.^ Polaritons ¿ire 
classified ¿iccording to the ])ohirization i[uanta which is cou[)led to the photon 
such ¿vs phonon-pohiritoiis, exciton-polaritons and idvismon-polaritons. Since all 
of those polariton types shiire man}’ properties, we will consider only phonon- 
pohiritons for the conceptual develoi)ment of the pohiriton mechanism in this 
introductory part. In ionic crystals (dectromagnetic field couples to opticcil 
phonons carrying a dipoh' moment. The ap|)ropriate dielectric function is
i ( u ; )  —  Ccv:,(l +
-  ’^7'
0 , (1.1)cJ'y' - ijj“
where (,x, is the higli-rre(|uciicy (backgrouud) dielectric constant, lot 
transverse optical (TO) phonon rr('(|ii<'ncy, lot longitudinal optical (LO) 
phonon rreciuency and 1 ' a relaxation (daiuping) rnHjiKMicy. If wc' consider a source 
free bulk dieh'ctric medium in which all lields are proj)ortional to exp(/hy · r — 
then vanishing divergence of the disiilacenuMit vector gives
r =  0 .
From tliis result and the dielectric function given in ('(piation l.f , one can see that
— 0 is a solution. Thus, longitudinal modes (>xist only at an eigenfrecpumcy
at which diel(!ctric function vanishes. Such mod('s cannot intt'iact with light and
we will not de;d with tlu'in anyiiuui'. It is easy to s('(‘ that transverse! modes with
condition q ■ f  — 0 immediately satisfy the equation 1.2. Using Maxw'ell curl
equations it is not hard to obtain the' proi)agation (“quation lor those transverse
modes: ,,
q“c~
LO-
(1.3)
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Figure 1.1: Dis|)('i\sioii curve's Ku' bulk plioiioii-polariloii in C!aAs. 
Asynii)tolic liiu's ij y/((j “ and ^ ~ iVeMjiu'iu'y id’ transverse optical j)liunoiis are 
sliowii. Iiisel shows qualitative origin iu mode mixing (and anti-crossing).
wliere c is Llic sj)ecd of light in vaainni. With givi'ii c(m) in equation 1 .1 , and 
ignoring the damping, this ec{uation can be sohed to find the dispersion relation of 
the coupled transverse optical phonons and the electroimignetic field, i.e. phonon- 
polaritons. In that sensiy polaritons an.' the true eigenmodes (normal modes) of 
the dielectric, and can be observed by means of Hainan scattering.'  ^ We have 
shown the dispersion curves in figure 1 .1 .^
Note that the shift at i| = 0 of t he uppm· braiudi is exactly the hyddane-Sachs- 
dV'lh'i* sliilt. In this lignri', w<' m'i* that, pidaritoii cliarai’ti'r is dominant around 
the anticrossing point at which the photons inside thii medium with dispersion 
ill re.sonanc(.' with phonons. For larger and smaller wavevectors we 
see that phonons ¿ind photons are almost deconpliKl and the dispersions tend 
to those of free fields. It is also an important feature of polariton dispersion 
curves that, between and thei'e is a forbidden frequency region so tlmt no 
electromagnetic fields can pro[)agate inside the dieh'ctric. This freciuency band 
is also called as Resist rah I hand. In this region, corresponding dielectric function 
becomes negative. An important remark should be done here. It is common in
surlace physics that most surlace modes a[)pear in such bands, and there are also 
surlace [)olaritons with l)riiiich(\s in that region. .Some experiments by ateniuited 
total ridlection methods (A IR ) reveahxl tliat such surlace branches contribute to 
the light spccti’ci with additioind |)caks. It is still an open research ¿irea to give a 
satisfcictory microscopic ciuantum theory of surface polariton l)ranches and their 
effects on the spectra obtained from finite size dieh^ctrics. We will not follow 
this line, cLiid d(?al with another im])ortant topic naiiK'l}· the exciton-polaritons 
which appo'ar in semiconductors ratlu'i· than ionic rrystals but with very similar 
properties to those tluit we hav(i described ¿d)o\e.
1.2 EXCITON-POLARITONS
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1.2.1 Excitons
In dielectric cr}'stals, an electron in tlu' conduction Inind and a hole in the valance 
bajid can lorin a neutral particle through the screened Couloml) interaction. Due 
to the .small mass diilerruice between elections anti holes this particle is tjuite 
similar to the positronium. However its lilelinu', which is of order 1 //s, is 1 0 ‘ 
tinu's longer.'’ Therelong in that siuise it can be vii'wed as the simplest atom. 'I'liis 
new (|uasi- particle was lirst introtluced b}' hVenkel in 19'U, and called eKciton.*^ 
Optical experiments Г(ПЧ'а1е(1 that tlx' binding (uu'i gies of such eh'ctron-hole pairs 
are in the range 1 meV to 1 (Л .' '1 here art' two extreme exciton models. Oiu; is 
describt'd b}f hVenkel lor the tightly bouiul t'xcitoiis, and the other one is describt'd 
by Mott and VVannier for the wt-akly bound ('xcltous.“  It should be noted that 
intennedicite examples are td.so known.' In jjractice the Frenkel model has very 
limited applicability only to localizt'd excitous in l lu'ir lowest state (suitable for 
alkali lialides and molecular crystals); in all other cases the Wannier model has 
to be used.*^  Mott-Wannier excitons luiv(' large' avc'iage electron-hole separation 
in compari.son with a lattice constant when'as in hVenkel excitons, the electron 
alwa.ys lies in the vicinity of the hole. That’s why in literature tin' term ’shallow 
excitons’ inst('ad of the ’Mott-VVanui('r excitous’ is also ns<'d.’^  In this thesis,
only the shallow excitons will be coii.si<l<‘red. Microscopic theory concerning the 
Frenkel excitons in the lieith'r-lvOiulon scheme ol localized atomic wave functions 
can be found in the refeiauices.'“
Wannier model of shallow excitoiis suggests tlu' use of molecular orbitals of 
the whole crystals lor the electronic state's. Fdectroiis move freely in an average 
potential with the .symmetry of the crystal lattice in those band states.*- In 
this case, exciton states are iornu.'d starting from the Bloch functions of the 
electronic band structure and using the edective-mass approximation. Under 
this approximation the spatial dispersion is given by + m/J, where
the electron(hole) eilective mass, m,. (n//,), is obtained from the expansion of 
corresponding band energy N¿{N1,) about its miiumum (maximum).** In the 
following discussions th(‘ <;lectron-hole exchange energy contribution will be 
neglected. This is reasonable since it is w<'aker than the electron-hole Coulomb 
attraction, and also it corresponds to short range interactions and their small 
effects. Electron-hole exchange is singular for A· —> 0 and responsible for the 
transverse-longitudinal splitting of the exciton.*^ We will ignore this small 
separation and focus only on the CoulomI) interaction. Therefore, we have the 
following eigenvalues of exciton states
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-  R y » -  + lrk-/2{,„^ + mu), (1.4)
where n is the ])iinci])al (luantum numbi'r (stands for band index) and IT — 
¡ui'I{\i27f e^ c^lh' )^ is the effective Rydberg energy, is the energ}' gap, and /i is 
the reduced mass.* ’^* ' Note that if one takes into account tlu' exchange term, 
then it should be emphasized that oidy lransver.se <-.\citons interact with light. 
Exciton states corresponding to those ('ig<‘nvalu(!s an*
(1,5)
where (v) are creation (destruction) o|)(‘rators for electrons in the conduction 
(valence) band and ф is the crystal ground state. Note that, we could also use 
hole ci'(iation opei4itors insteiid of eh'ctron destruction operators in the viilence
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baud equivalent ly.*^  lii llie caiiuiiical (second) (luaiit izaliou formalisni, creation 
operators ior e.xeitons can b<‘ intrcaluced as follows
IJк» — ^  -'^ '‘ (^ 0^ í k'+k/2 ' ’k '-k /2 ■ 
k'
(LG)
It should be clear li'oin eciualions l.o and LG tluit when this operator acts 
on the ground state ol the crystal, (.'xciton slate's arc created. .-\n inij)ortant 
remark should be don<i at this point regarding tin' commutation rules of those 
introduced exciton ope'rators. I'lven though e.xciton operators consists of pairs of 
anticommuting ope'rators (one electron cenistruction operator and one electron 
destruction o])erator), they do not necessarily commute. General commutation 
relation of exciton operators can b(i written as
(1.7)
where /V , i s  the numln'r density of excitons and is the total number of atonts 
or molecules. Therefore, only in the case of low ('iioiigh density of excitons one 
can have bosonic statistics of excitons. In our problem under consideration, we 
will consider only those microcavities with low exciton density and deal with 
bosonic excitons. Finally we presc'iit the exciton Hamiltonian in the form“ '·''·*
,<k
( 1.8)
In the next section we will examine the int('ra.ct ion of those excitons with the 
electromagnetic held.
1.2.2 Exciton-Photon Interaction
Microscopic formulalicni of the j)i4 d)lem of excilons int('racting with the 
('lectromagiK'tic held starts with consirlering tlu* usual electromagiu'tic interaction 
Hamiltonian for the crystal electron
¿in
(1.9)
Cluipicr 1. ¡N 'rilO D U n'K)^
where A ( r , / )  is the v'ector j)oteiilial ch'scribiiig the field, p is the electron 
nioinenturn, c is the spec'd ol light in tlu' vacnuni, (‘ ajid in are the electron 
charge and niass..*’^  In th(‘ Couloinl) (radiation) gaiig(% this 1 ianiiltonian gives us 
two important terms to exainiiK':
^  A(xi )  · Pi +  Y  •'l'-(xi), (1.10)
where i is the site iiicl(.‘X, x, is the.' electron position centered at cite i, and the sum 
is taken over all lattice c(,‘lls. Vector potential of the field can he expressed in 
terms of the photon creation and anihilation operators. If the crystal is inside an 
optical cavity, such as in the case of a quantum well inside a microcavity, it can 
be expanded in terms of the normal (or quasi) modevs of the cavity.^* Without 
going into further technical details of the canonical (|uantization procedure which 
can be found in many text books treating light-matter interaction,*^ the total 
Hamiltonian of a Wannier exciton cou|)led to radiation field is given by**
= Y  + Y. /icA-ep/k + Y  ¿C\,Xal + a_k)(Bk,. ~ -Blk«)
/tk k k/i
+ Z]^An(«k + «-k)(<iLk + '^k) ( 1 . 1 1 )
kn
where c denotes the light velocity in the nnidium (c/y/ti^). The interaction 
parameters are given as
Ck. = - r
'lirhc
ch \ kV
( 1. 12)
and
a·» = < - l / c ( o ) .  (1.13)
For the problem of microcavity exciton-i)hoton interaction, we can consider only 
one mode of wave vector k and Is exciton slate with n =  1.*' .Since this is the 
lowest (.'iiergy level for excitons, tin' inli'iactioji with the cavity (ield is the most 
j)robabI(,“ and dominant one. In this ca.se, the Hamiltonian Ix'comes
II =  +  /aovn+n -I- i( '( n ^  -f a){lJ -  11^ )
+ D{a  ^ -f- (0 (0  ^+ a) ( 1 . 1 1 )
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will) approximate i)liotoii (lis|)ersion lor (he lowest orrh.'r mode
'/-■li I i : r (i.io )
wliere /r|j is tlie idioloa \vaA(‘ \-ector parallel to (he fiuaatnm-well plaae, a is 
tia* (‘Keetive relraeti\(' iad('X, /,(■ is (he ea\ily lea,ii,th, e is the spe(‘d ol light ia 
vacuam. Exeitoa-pliotoa eou|;liag coastaat aia\· Ije expressed ia terms of the 
oscillator streagth per area, f/A. Siace oscillator sti('agth have heea tabalated ia 
maay ]aip('i:s, this is a as<d'ul way (d'expressiag ( ' ¡aid givea helow’ ;^
C = ch
ocL()\\’III, /\ J
where Lqw is the leiiglh of the di(hecti‘ie in th(‘ cavity. F is the envelope function 
tor the exciton center ol mass, //¿,. is ('hx lroii (‘ilecli\e mass, u\ is a normal mode 
of the cavity lor the ])hoton mode' imh'x A. fuiirth ((‘rni in this Hamiltonian gives 
rise to two jhioton processe.'s and shifts tli(‘ pholon energy. Since' we dexd with 
the dynamics of the i)e>hi]-ilons rathe'i· than e'xact elispersions, this small te'rm will 
be iK'glected from now on. As a. furthe'i· sim|)li(icatie)ii, we will follow commonly 
useel restating w<ive a|)|)roximatieni. *' d'h(‘n, wr lak(‘ li ~ 1 and use' the' following 
qualitative moelel Hamiltonian as for e)ur model for Is e'xciton - single mode cavity 
held interaction
II = Lua\i, -\- (h^ b + (j{(i b^ + />hi). ( f -1 7)
In the theory chapter we will obtain ])olariton Hamiltonian from this bare 
JIamiltonian. Now to be able to understand how the* i)resenceof a microcavity can 
modify the s])e)ntaii(X)us e'lnission spe'ctra, we' will discuss the sponteous emission 
V in the next section.
1.3 Spontaneous Emission
Tlie idea of spontaneous emission was introduced at the early stages ot quantum 
physics by A. Einstein. It corresi)onds to the ¡dienomenon of emission of energy 
in light (photon) form when an electron jumps from an upper (‘iiergy level to a
lower one. io  describe bow Irequent such a proci’ss occurs witli respect to oher 
l^ossible processes like stinuilaU'd ('uiissioii and absi^rptiori Kiiisteiii introduced 
c('rta.in I'ate constants, now called the I'unstein coellicients, phenoinenologicallv. 
Helbia'('xplaiiiiiig how ihecaA’ily walls aH'ecI tiu'emission rate, we will lirst review 
shortl}' the emission iu Iree space.
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1.3.1 Spontaneous Emission in Free Space
In free space, the elc'ctromagiu.'tic ii<dd luis inlinit(dy many ch'grees of freedom. 
The atom interacts with a continuum of held modes. This kind of interaction 
results in an e.\])onential decay of the ('xcited state' proljability. That irreversible 
expoiumtial decay of the up|)er state populatieui is e.xplained in the framework of 
Weisskopf-VVigner tlu'ory. It geiK'iali/.e's the hermi (.¡olden Rule by taking into 
account the three dimensional space in which \acuum inodes lies. In dipole 
approximation the interaction Hamiltonian is given by —cr · I·'. Canonical 
(luantization of this inte'ractiou gives {a a^ )(fja. .^ -|-//■(τ_) wlu're are the Pauli 
spin matrices. If we take' into account multimode rotating wave approximation, 
we get the following inli'iaction llamiltoniaii
^ini --
J
it is riaUiral to c*.ousi(.l(M‘ iollowiiig sysÜMU wavi'l'iiiicl ion
I </’) =-■ C uo I «)' ■·' I b) T C.JJ I ! j ) - j
(1.18)
(1.19)
Here u and g denotes the upper (e.Kcited) and ground (lower) states of the atom, 
I 0 ) indicates all field modes are in vacuum .stat(^ s; | l)^ · means only mode j  is in 
single photon state and all the other modes are in vacuum states. Thus, Time 
dependent Schrödinger e(|uation gives a coupled set of eciuations for probability 
amplitii(U‘S CuOiC^ jj which can fxi rediKaul an integro-diiferential ecjuation for the 
excited state probability am])litude. After coarse-graining integration, which is a 
similar technique explained in cluipter 2 as MorkoIF approximation, we get
cL{i) = - (^'„u(0,
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wIh'I’í' r is Ui(i Wt isskopJ-W ffjinr sponfdni ous <h('utj ¡'ah. Explicit forin c>l 
this rale can be oblaiiuxl by e\'alualiiig i Ik' //^  with llie coiisi(l(‘ratioii of three 
dimensional calculation of the matrix ehmient oí iUc interaction and using proper 
three dimensional densit.y ol stat(‘s. In a more implicit íorm it is gi\'en below:
(l.L>l)
where D{iJtr) i·^  the density of the (dectruimignelic field mode's dt the atomic 
transition frequency and (j{i t^r) is inte'raction parameter at transition frequency. 
It can be seen that decay rate is propotinal to the cube of the transition 
probability since density ol modes is proportinal to the square of the frequenc}· 
and the squared di[)ole interacion i)araiii('t(‘r is liiu'arly proportional to the 
frequeiic}^ Next section we will see how this rate can be ¿ilterc'd l^ y the presence 
of a cavity enclosing the atom.
1.3.2 Spontaneous Emission in Cavities
It is known that density of states in cavities of finite size is substantially modilied 
for frequencies close to the cavity cut-oif. Below cut-off the cavity sustains 
no modes at all, and just above the cut-off density of modes can be increased 
or decreased I'elative to tlu' case of free si)ace density of states. Enhanced 
si)ontaneous ('mission in cavities is discussc'd in ch'tail in 19-K) by PurcelE^ and 
for the inhibited spontaiK'ous emission case w’c rc'h'r to tlie i)fq)('r of Klei)[)iier 
l>ublished in 1981.""
In cavities, the eh'ct.romagnetic fi(dd has discrete modes whereas in free space 
it has a continuum of mode's. We will considc'r one of those modes is in resonance 
with tlie atomic transition freciuency. To have' a measure of the dissipation c'lfects 
within the cavity Q-factor iiuiy be introduci'd. When a photon is emitted at a 
definite (well-defined) fre(iuency Uq Uk'h it will be smeared out over the full 
spectral width A uq, vvhich is the full width at half maximum, of that nxsonant 
mode. Tlien cavity quality lactor or so called Q-factor is given by Q — ljq/Aljo. 
In terms of Q-factor we can compare th(‘ si)ontaneous ('mission rate in lr('(i space
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and tlie rate in the presence ol cavity in tlie lollowing way
r , _  __ 2nQ QXl
IV DjM
where \c is the volume oi tlu' cavity. A/,, wavelength corresponding to the
transition frequency, P; the WVisAopi-W'lii^ncr decay rate, I'V spontaneous decay 
rate oi the atom insich^  the cavit\\ Tlu' term nucrocauily usually describes the 
cavities of the size ol the order of A in the microwave region. Thus we have 
Vc ~  cavities are also called as A- caviti(\s. In that case, we see thcit
spontaneous emission rate' is rcaighly iiicr(‘ased by a. hictor of (.} in a resonant 
cavity wherecis the decaiy rate decrc^ as(\s wIkmi the ca\'ity is in off-resonance regime. 
This makes sense, il we l liink that tlu' cax’ity is not al)h^  to acci'pt an oif-resonant 
photon, thus atojii cauuot cMiiit such a photon, thus tlui decay rat(‘ decrc'ases."'  ^
'Phis can also be viewcai as the re(|uirement of the conser\'ation of energy. For 
the cdliiM* ('as(' wli(*r(' oik' ol the (‘ig(‘iili(M|U(‘iii( i(‘s ol tlu' cavity coiiicidc's with l li(‘ 
atomic transition freijiKMicy we have ccaupletely dilferent evolution. If tlu^  cavity 
is small (Miough such that tiu' r(‘sonaiiC(' (transition) mode is W(T s('par(‘ted from 
all the other modes, then the pheiioiiKMion of Rabi o.>cillalioiis occurs. The atom 
emits a photon into the cavit} ,^ then reabsorbs it, then reemits it, ¿ind so on. 
This reversible exchange of energy betwcxMi the atom and the field happens at a 
fre([uency called Rabi frequency, Habi fr(‘(iuciicy may l)e given as the fre([uency of 
a dipole-field interaction.lt should be iiotial here that, in the case of s])ontaneous 
emission in free sj)ac(' the atom is coiiph'd to th(‘ continuum of field modes. 
Thus the r(‘s\dting transition amplitude consists ol su|;erpos(‘d Kabi oscillations 
with dillV'ri.Mit fr(i(iu(‘iici(‘s ainl ainplit ink's. 'This e\-entua.lly yic'Ids destriu tiV(' 
interference and results in an iri-(‘V(*rsibl(‘ (k'cay as we have mentioned in tlu' 
previous section. So far we have discussed basic theory which allows us to analyze 
the problem of Rabi oscillations in a microcavity exciton-polariton system. Now, 
we will diiscribe experinu'ntaJ (dforts to examine' Rabi oscillations l)rieily in the 
next section.
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1.4 Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
Modified .sponUuieous emission from nlxmis in u|)lical ravities can be realized l)V 
using microcavities witli dimensions (jf a \va\-elengl li order. In tlie early stages 
of ca,vity QEl), experiim'iits wane cai ried out in the micrownua* fre(|uency region, 
liabi oscillations driven by vacuum llucl iial ions (\acuum Rabi (oscillations) wane 
observed by using a microcavity and singh.- atom m aser.‘ Controlled spontaiu'ous 
emission from a semiconductor (luantum well ha\e also been demonstrated 
by using a multilciyer distributed Biagg ladlector used as a microcavity.'*·  ^ It 
may be noted licre that the theory that wa' ha\e sketched for tlie Weisskopf- 
VVigiK'r formalism can be immediatedy modified to the case of emission in a 
cavity problem by taking into account only one field mode."*^ ’ Rabi oscillations 
can be visualized as a couided oscillator proc('ss. by which atomic and field 
oscillators periodically e.xchange energy. VVe know from classical ph c^sics that 
such a coupled mechanical oscillators yield two split modes corresponding to 
the normal modes of tlu' total system. Such a system of oscillators can be 
prepared in cavitii's as long as w'e (Misure that c'initted photon is reabsorbed 
before escaping the cavity. This reepures the construction of ca\dties with high 
Q. First ob.servation of this kind of Rabi sj)litting in a semicojiductor microcavity 
was ])erform('d by Claude Weisl)ucli et al..'^ Several succ('ssful experimental 
results have been reported very recently. Rabi splitl.ing hav(' Ix'en examined by 
dilferent t(JchnicpK's in those experiments lib' sp('ctral UKiasurements,^*’’·^ ''' direct 
time-domain nuíasurements,^*' and a |)umb-probe techin<:(ue.'*^  It should be noted 
here that Rabi splitting has bc'en imx'stigated and interested in detail by the 
(piantum optics community since it gives an im])ortant manifestation of the 
quantum nature of the electromagnetic lu'ld. llow'evr'r, vacuum Rabi splitting is 
not an inheritely c[uantum |)h('noni('non.'’“ 'I'hus linear dispersion model can also 
adequately describe Ral)i splitting umh'r low excitation provided the ap[)ropriate 
boundary conditions are used.''·'* Moreo\('r transh'r matrix nu'thod including 
a classical dispersion model is sugge'sted as the most appropriate and accurate 
model for the description of quantum well excitons very recently.* ' Ilow'ever, w'e
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will iocu.s oil llio (ji.iaiiliim iia.tuiv ul’ llial plicjioiiiriioii and igiioia* llu* Icdinical 
problems like the transition luiiction ol the ra\ity wliicli are b(‘\’ond the scoj^e of 
our interest at tha.l. stag(\
Lat(‘st <l(‘V(‘lopiii(‘iils in t(‘ehiioloL!jy allows us lu a< hi(‘V(* neai'l\' id(‘al situat ion 
of single cavity-mode and singh^  two h'vel atom inUu'actioii in an experimenlal 
setup. In semiconductor crystals obser\'ed (‘xcilon-[)olariton splitting can be 
considered as equivalent to the \'acuum-li(dd Rabi splitting. This splitting is 
observable oidy if the exciton and held damping I’ales are smalh'r than the Rabi 
fre(|U(Mic3' which is determined by the alom-li('ld ilipole interaction. This ensures 
the atom-field interaction before they are decayed. This condition defines the 
strong coupling ri'ginu' ol th(’ ca\'it.y (IFd). II th(‘ damping is st rong(‘r,tlu‘n we 
consider the weak couj)ling reginu' of the cavity (JKl) in which cax'ity phij's a 
role to modify the s[)ontaneous decay rat(' only. Strong cou|)ling regime Inis 
b(.*en achievixl by th(' construction of siuniconductor microeaxuties. This was 
accomplished l>y ])lacing a. mult iph'quantum well st riK’tuj’c' (i\l(J\V) in the c(.Miter 
of a Fabry-Rerot microcavity formed b\^ two distributed liragg ridhaMors (l)HR’s) 
separated by one wavelength (A-ca.vity). In such a striu'ture (juant um confiiKunent 
of excitons and ciivity confinement of photons hvids much largc‘r Rabi si)litting 
than of bulk ('xciton-polariton systi'm. We will give nimuM-ical com{)arisons 
also in the numerical discussions in th(' tlu‘or\' and conclusion chapters. Our 
starting point was to describe sucli an obser\’a.ble Rabi splitting in that kind of 
experimental setup and this was i)i'esent(‘d in the tlu'ory cliapter.
Chapter 2
MICRO CAVITY
EXCITON-POLARITON
SYSTEM
VV(.' start witli the following model as we have iiuTilionecl in the introduction
I I  =  uja^L -h d)U) +  g{aUj  +  hdi). ( 2 . 1)
In the lirst section we will obtain polariton Hamiltonian from this bare 
Hamiltonian. In the next section structure' t;f the states of tlu' polaritons will 
be examined in more detail. Then damping will be taken into account in section 
3. Following this, in section 4 we will examijie initial conditions of the system 
by considering the pumping fiedd. In the following section, collapse and revival 
])henomenon will be analyzc'd.Tli(‘n we' will analyze the results numerically in 
section 0. In seclion (), a briel discusision of the slatistics ot the exeiton-polariton 
systcMii will be presented with the analytical ('valuation oi' the hano factor. Finally 
inpnt-ontpnt relations for such a microcavity systi'in will be stndic'd.
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2.1 Exciton-Polariton System
Now we will reforinulale the ])rol)l(Mn in the polariluii state picture. To do so, we 
iicrx] to diagonalize that llaiiiilloniaii with i1k' aid uf lioguliiho\' canonical (uv) 
traiisfonnatioii. This I ransioriiiation is also c^ dl(*d as Ilo[)plield t raiisforinatioii 
when applied to the (wciton-polariton prul>leiii. Since we have ajjplied the 
rot^iting w¿ıve approximation, wc haw* simply a i.wo i)aramet(M* transformation 
whereas the most geiu?ral prohh'jii r(Xjiiii‘(*s a. four parameter transrormation. For 
the gen(*ral case of diagonalizat ion with lloj)|)lield transformation, the reach*!· is 
ref(*rred to the a r t ic le .In  our c<is(*, it is (‘iicaigh to consid(*r
</_ e_.
(2 .2 )
Exciton-|)hoton [[¿imiltonian invol\(*s hiliiK'ar opi'ratcn’s and thus, it can b<*
written as
with
S3
II = ((AiT)h
h =
w g
(■2-3)
( 2 .-1)
Tlierefore, it is easy to sc*e that, wc^  should choose* a set of such tliat
if U is the transformation matrix th(*n, is diagonal. 'This is eciuivalent
to condition [c±^IJ] — With p, //. = ± , Ul. and ¿v recjuired to obey
orthonormarization condition
Uft (2.5)
so that the polariton ojx'rators are l)osonic.^ Further, w(* lollow the sign 
convention of choosing j)ositive sign lor . 'riius, it is an easy algebrciic task 
to find the following transformation co(‘llici(*nts
iL-T =
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+ —
r  II
where
A r--. ( .
I
i^ ii — \J + 1//·,
uJ -f- ( :h $ 1
(2.7)
(2.S)
(2.·))
(2.1U)
(2.11)
(2.12)
Here, A is tlie cletiiuing parameter fur caxily iield-exciton I'requeiicies, E± are 
polaritoii branches and i\n is the Rabi rr(‘f|U('ncy. 1  lierelbre, we linally reach the 
exciton-[)olarit,on Ilamiltt)nian
//'*"' = x :  /.;r,V v
/r.x 1.
111 the next si.'ction \v(‘ (‘xaiiiiiie henv t he haiR* sl al(‘s an* affecttHl hy I lie appluxilion 
of Bogolubov traiisioriualioM.
2.2 Structure of Eigenstates of the 
Exciton-Polaritons
It is also possible to describe the traiisionnat ioii iVom bare state oi>erators to the 
polaritoii opeixvtors in the* lollowing way
.S'^ (C-|.)a.S'(C+) = (>, 
,S't((_)/.,S'(C_) =: C _ .
For this aim we choose S-operalors as
S(C±) = exi)(-/'C±(</^/) -  Ce)).
(2.U)
(2.15)
(2.16)
For brevity we will use A instead o! aU> — b^ a from now on. Since we have 
alread}' seen that Bogolnbov canonical translormat ions which relate polariton
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operators to the excitoii and plioton ii(‘ld operators iiu'olve only re^ il coefficients. 
It is natural to suppose that is a pure coinph'x iiuniber. 1 hus, S operator is 
unitary. Hence after tlie ohser\ation
(A .«] = -k .  |/1, (A, «II = - a ,  |A, |A. [.1. „||| =  4, |A, [A, (A, |A, o|||l = a. (2A7)
we obtain ai)plyiiig the Baker-llaiissdorf J.einina
.S'^ (C+)(/.'>'(C-i-) = acosh(C+) -  /¿sinh(C+). (2.18)
Coinparison of tliis results willi the Ihjgohihov uv 1 raiisfonuation we s<'e that
(,’+ = i arctan( —  ).
» +
Similarly we can obtain
/(isiiih(C_) + /;cush(C-),
(2.19)
(2.2Ü)
ami
i’-l-= / arctaii(— ) — / tt.
¿/4.
( 2 .21)
These results iiuiy be visualized by roiisid('riiig that the Bogolubov uv 
transformation of bare operators to llu' pularitoii operators is an improper 
rotation (with Jacobian -1) ol a-b xc'cloi’ lo the c.^ . — e_ \('ctor. Now to be 
a.l)le to S(H;' the edect of this rotation to lh(‘ hock iiiiiiiIhm· sta.t('s of (‘xc*iton-i)hoton 
fields, L(‘t us considiM· tlu' following <‘qiiaii(Ui wliich d(‘sci‘ib(\s llu' action ol llu* 
transformation operator S on the vacuum state
A'(C+)»  S(C-) 10,0)„,,„„ = ■£ _  l,U,y· I 0 ,0 ),,„ ,„ . 12.T2)
n
This implies that under the Bogolubov transformation the vacuum state of the 
exciton-i)hoton system is transfomi(*d to tin' vacuum state ol the (wciton-polariton 
system (cuid hence remained invariant), \,c.
I 0,()),„, =1 ü.ü)„,„.„. (2.23)
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IlüU'cvcr, wlicii vv(! t'(Misi(l('r collc'cti\'(‘ (Tcatk j i i s  |)ularit()iis )^1 hulh hraiiclirs wc
.s<.'(‘ dial, l ilis (Milurccs l lic corrclal ions o í  ihc l 'o c k  inimlK'r s lalcs  o í  I Ih ' c x d i l u n s  
and |>liüt()iis as íollows
(4r(¿r|(Mi) = Е Е ,  ,
\ J \ J
I Ü.o).
TİIİ.S cau be n'writteii as a (imil n'sult
( íV ) " ( ¿ ) ”4  0 , 0 ) = n X ü E " U (-1)m-j ii+j-k
*\/( ‘^ + i )·\/^ + /// — A* — ’^ )! I A* + j, /¿ + ni — k — j).(2.25)
III llie next .section, we applj' (jnantuiii theory of (lamping to this model in the 
rraniework of. Ileisenberg-Langc'vin ioriiialisin.
2.3 Damped Exciton-Polariton System
We will use the following model for the d(\scription of loss niechanisins in a micro 
cavity. In princii)le, tlu're arc' various loss mechanisms in a micro cavity such 
as interaction of the cavity field with the Cevvity walls and interaction with the 
out])ut (i(dd in a h.'aky cavity. In the following llaiiiillonian, damping operators 
will be coiisiderc'd foi* tlu' cr('ation or annihilation cjf wall boson. Therefore, the 
total Hamiltonian is
11= [[ ,, ,,+ 11ыск + Лис  ^ (T26)
Here Iliatk fbe free' i)article Hamiltonian of l.)ath (reservoir) opc'rators, 
the polariton Hamiltonian chirived in the pn'vious section as and is the 
cavity field-cavity interaction term. We will give the* explicit form of last two 
terms :
Иы* = E  Aj4 o.
J
Hi,it =
(2.27)
(2.28)
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Неге j is (lie I)ath шск1е iiuU'x, ami we supjHJse there ai(' iiiiiiiitely many motles of 
tlie ballı. .Since llie Iranslomialion coeflicients in the llugolnbo\· I ran-slbrinaviun 
are normalized, one can see that tli(> t ransi'ornialion 2 . 2  is invertible. Hence, we 
can rejiresent the cavity held cri'ation ami annihilation o|)erators in terms of the 
polariton operators in the following way
<i -  ti + c+ + i'+C- (2.29)
Now, we can rewrite the total Hamiltonian in the polariton picture completely 
rather than bare state ¡licture as follow's
/ /  = + X ] + + /'·<■■·]· (2.30)
H = ± j j
Heisenberg equations of motion for the polarilon and wall boson opi'rators are 
given below
J
/(·■_ = /·'_(·_ + kjV + <l;
J
idj = Ajdj +  A'*(u.+c+ + e.j,c_).
Note that if we define a new wall boson o]K‘rator such that
clj = i/,ex'p(o\,/),
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.31)
then W(' can get rid of the free evolution term in the ecpiation of motion of the wall 
boson operator. The eijuation of motion for new wall operator can be formally 
inti'grated as follows
t ( ' )  -  - -Д 7  /  (» ИЧ + (2 Ж.)■ ./u
Hence, the origiiuil wall operator has tlu' following dynamics
d,(i) =  - ik] t  + " + < ■ - (2 .:» )
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where djj describes tlu* lr<'(' ('volution ol llıe wall boson. Und('r the Markod 
a.pi)roxiıual;ioü, polaritanı o|j(,‘ia.lc)rs in the iııtegraıul can b(‘ sııpı^osed slowl\· 
varying in time such that they can be i('i)resented at /' as
c±{l') ~  c^(t)ex\>{iE±{l -  I'). (2.37)
Then, we get
dj(l) =  djj -  ikyu+c+ )(/-(') _  j  _ (2.38)
Last two integral teiins in the above ecpiation can be evaluated in terms of 
the Dirac-delta lunction with a small contiibut.ion from its principal part. The 
pi'incipal part of that integral gives ris<‘ to Lamb shilt which we will neglect lor 
our problem of interest. Hence, w(' ol)tain
'0 ( 0  "■ ' ( / 7  ikjn[uj^c^b{E^ — .Vj) 3- o.^.c_b{E- — ,'V^ ]. (2.39)
Now, snbstituting this resnlt into the e(|uations of motion for polariton operators 
and using notations
we obtain
j
- 1  A·; r H Jm  ■- A , ) , (T 1 0 )
J
h(/v_ -  A,) (T 41)
<■'+ = -UJ·'+ + ,'^ t- )<'-i
»+. -------— (2 . 1 2 )
' -t- ./
cl =  - ( ¡1 !/_ + )c _  Л 'ЛЛ -- /e.|. ^  kjdy. (2 . 13)u + J
Last terms describe the noise properties of the system. 'I'hese equations are 
called as (luanturn Langevin (Hjuiitions dm' Id ihe formal similarity to the classical 
description of the Brownian motion with tin' classical Langevin equations, in 
that sense those terms may also be called ;is iluctuating forces, or Lcingevin 
forces. .Since we are not interested in the noise pro])erties of the system, we will
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iicglccl llic noise t(,'riiis Iroiii now oil.* * 1 Ik .· iicnsc Icnus ti\'C‘ly (l(‘pciids on
tempenitLire**-’ and can l)c neglected at low l(,'ini)erat ure w liich is the case.“  We 
lurther assume that i-'^  = ¡/- and denote the dani[)ing parameter as such that 
7  =  2;^ +. Then, \vc end uj) with a very sim|)le set of two coupled eciuations which 
can be solved by various tecliniciues. One of the simplest way to solve them is the 
use of Laplaca; translorm. In this ca.se, we hav(' two algebraic coiij)led equations
( s  +  i E+ -\- f +0 — e+ 2
(,S +  f/'y_ ■- ) c _  --
a.^. '
+ ’
(2. 11)
(205)
vvlu'ni l>a])lac(' I raiisrorin of an o|)ri*al.or n is (hniolwd by a ,  and inil ial o|)(‘ralt>rs 
are denoted by c-|_o and c:_u. The general forin of the soluticjii after taking tlu‘ 
inverse transrorin caii Ix^  ri*|)res(.‘iit('d in ili(‘ lulKnving foriii
with
‘^± (0  "   ^ ij
Г(/) EE —
(2.-l(>)
(2.-17)
In the course of evaluation of the time dei)endent coefficieiits /[±(1) and B±{t)^ 
we encounter the nec('ssily of consich'ration of thrc'e dilferent cases sei)arately. 
This can be most easily seen if we ai)ply the ( T-amer\s rule to solve the system of 
coupled equations 2.4 I and 2.15. We can wi'ite this system as 7'Ch = Co whicli is 
a matrix equation relating Laphice transformed opei'ators to the initial operators. 
Such a system 1ms a uni([ue solution only il /(7 ’) ^ 0. Roots ol that condition 
can be found after some algebj*a as
u ,2 —
+ //:; . 1
± (2.IS)
where E stand for the total energy of both polarilon branches. Therefore, we 
have three qualitatively diiferent cases :
(i) Weak damping, when 7  < Иц\
(ii) Critical damping, when 7  = 9.ц:
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(iii) Strong clamping, whon 7 > iiy,..
An important paramctc'r a|)p(;arcd in vlie ahovc ecjuation should be noted down 
for luturc' references:
 ^ I·
T’li(‘ii willioiil going \niu lli(‘ ralriilal ioiicil (t(‘lails we ran pn'stMil llu' ivsiill iiig 
(‘xpn'.ssioiis of co(.‘ifici(‘iils /ld:(/j aiid as Idlluws
(cos(^/ — / si l l  (i;/j, r i/ .sr(/)  
A.^{t) — < (1 -  ca,'<(.(ii)
( c o s h i ;/  — / si l l l l  ^/) ,
(2.50)
- -^ r ;- : si l l  ¿,7, C(L^ ( (i)
/ / , ( / )  = -« •f X I (■> 2 ‘ C(l.S([ii) ,
•h jr siiili a/.sr (///)
d_( / )  =
and,
(2 .0 1 )
(2.52)
(2.53)l u t )  ---- .a ; .
Therefore, time evolution of the systc.'in o[)(*rators are determined for ¿uiy given 
initial condition with those coelfieicnits. In I he iK'xt section we will construct a 
proper initial state for the system.
2.4 Initial Conditions
Since we arci examining vacuum-lield indiic(Hl Kabi oscillations, it is necessary to 
consider tlie eih.‘ct of pumi)ing lor the |)i*(‘paration (d lh(‘ ])ro])('r initial st i^te of 
exciton-polariton system, d ims, we propose' a simple' model Hamiltonian
/7 -  (2.51)
wluirci thci .sc'cond tenun, describing the pumping process, can be taken in the form
/C„,„p(/.) = »(/)(a-^'''/> + /'.r.), (2.5.5)
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wIk‘1’(* \}[I) is tlu' Kill)! l|·('(ıu<‘Il(·y ul' pimipiii^ and is iIk' ri(‘(iiu‘ii(;3' of iIk‘ 
pumping field. At this p(dnt. we will dc'liiu^  anolliei· important parameter which 
is the (h'tnning of l.lu' (i\v\ly and pumping li(‘lds for riilurc' n‘ler(MiC(‘s
a u.'(j - (2.50)
While writing H^ nunp b^is form, we supposinl that pumping field can be treated 
classictdly. This bvpe of iiit(n*aclion is typical for th(‘ geii(M*atioii of excitons. If 
we reccill the expression of exciton o|)erators in t(niiis of eh'ctron operators, we 
immediately see that |)ump fi(dd (excites an (‘lectron in the \'alance band to the 
conduction band leaving a hoh' laTind. We should not(' that positive frecpiencv 
part of the pumping held may b(‘ tluHight as cori(‘sjK)nding to the emission of a 
pumj) ])hoton. For simi)licit3y W(; will sui)i)oS(‘ a ivclangular pulse with amplitude 
S, and diiixition Ip such that
n(l} =
if 0 < / < Ip;
0 , oth(‘rwise.
(T57)
Before the action of such a pump, (‘xcitim can b(‘ su|)i)osed in the vacuum state 
Ix'cause of tli(i low temperature.'^  ^ Kxciton opcuxitors can be exprc'ssed as a liiuxir 
combination of polariton operators as we ha\'e doin' pix'viously for the photon 
operators by the inverse Bogolubov ii-\' transform as follows
b =  — ¿/4_e_.
ddien the total Hamiltonian bc'conu's
/ /  =  JIP-‘ + + h.c.) -
Heisenberg equal,ion оГ motion For the (q.
U-+ -  E+C+ + v.,U{l)c 
can be integrevted lonually, and this }'ields 
c+(t) =  ic+(0) -  iv+
Jo
(2.58)
(2.5!))
(2.(i0)
(2.61)
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We shoLilcl stn;ss here tliat we made a perfeet lime resolution assumption to our 
|>roblem by stating that ¡jumping li('hls ael during a very slioii time tj) tlien 
vanishes. This assumption fits well lor many ex])eriments coneerning the Habi 
oscillations ill micro-cavilT's since tin' resulting (|uantum beats usually vanish 
alter a lew picosecond diK' to ihe damping whereas the repel il ion li'(‘<|uency <d 
the i)umping signal is in the ord('r of .\lega-llertz. *' .\I(jreov(‘r since' the damping 
term is much smaller than il(/) we can safely neglect the prese'iice of dami)ing 
during (he action of the pumping lii'hl. I fsing our model pumj) envelope w<' obtain 
after the integration
c+{Id ) =  (i-+(0 ) -  c /■ + -
I' (2.62)
It is well known in quantum optics that such a shift can also be rei^resentecl with 
the aid of Clauber’s (lis|)lacenient op(U'ator '^ /)(a^) such that
I a) I 0 )/,,/,
D{a+)  e.\p(a.,.ci. -  n ;c+ ).
Not(.' that, the elfect of pumping on th(' vacuum stalc‘ appears as a displaci'iiuuit 
of it in tinu? towards a. cuh(*rent state. \iy similar analysis lor tlu' lower polariton 
brcinch, we then conchuh' that after tlu' pumping process is completed, we can 
shift the time origin to Id and descril^' i Ik' coi‘r('ct initial stat(' ol the system 
(instead of being a vacuum) with a two mode cohercMit state
A=:±
(2.6:5)
with parameters
<V±(Cj) - _  1 ].________ _ ______  , ( ¿ 6-1)
This completes the determination of the pro])er initial conditions jirepared by 
pumping the micro-cavity exciton-polariton system.
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2.5 Collapse and Revival
Since we luive a coliereiil field intercictiiig with a two level .s\’.st('in, collai).se and 
revival phenomenon may be exi)ected considering the similarity of our modt'l 
to the .Jaynes-Cummings mochd. We will ignore the damjting in the following 
discussion on the existance of collapse and i('vivals. VVe start with the cavit}· 
field intensity written in the following form
= |(/+a + c + (’.(.O-c '^'--'1'·’
Here Oj.. con'esponds to iheir v;du<‘s at //;, and / > //;. do sliorhui the nolxition, 
we sul)stitute d — à — ^ such (hat
(2.g;
Oi ri: ülljAi, (2 .(i())
with
A i /'i* IU±
vvh(‘r(‘
r±
.,sin[(«/: f :^ )^ - ]
=  (‘Xp/;--[((/  ±  - y V l )  +  " ] .
(2.(i7)
( 2
(2.G9)
Note that r± are real mimbi'is and they can (ak(‘ negative values as well. 
'rixMefon', we obtain after substitntic)ii (d tlnjse rcsidls into th(‘ inlensity e(|iial ion
ii-
/·+
(2.70)
n
or in other words
(ahi) =  (<y|<i+|7^ ) ‘ [l +  ( — )'* +  2 — cosi2/i(/ -  //;)] (2.71)iln' ‘ a+'
Hence, we conclude that since there is onl}' one fre(piency of oscillations the 
phenomenon of collapse and revival cannot be seen in the e.xciton-polariton
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Figure 2.1: D<'cay Kale DepeiKU'iHV' of the Cavity l''ielcl Intensity 
Dynamical behavior of llio cavity field ialeusity with respect to tlie varied decay rate 
is sliowii. Rabi fre(iueiicy of pumi)ing was taken to l)e unity. Intensity is i)resentod in 
arbitrary units.
j)olariton system in contrast to the cas(' of 2 -l('vel atom described by the .Jaync's- 
Cuiiimings model. VVe also see that, if one of the initial states o± is made zero 
by choosing a suitable pumping duration, namely
{(I ±  “  0 , ± 1 , ± 2 ,...), (2.72)
then Kabi oscillations cannot be obs(>rved since the cavity intensity becomes
(2.7:t)
I  (P,h.|)·, il'n, :MI.
In the next .section we will examiiu' three ir-gimes ot damping in detail by 
considering the cavity held intc'iisity with that initial conditions.
2 . 6  Numerical Results
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Figure 2 .2 : lUxbi Osrillalioiis ia the Bare State Picture 
Dynamical behavior of excitoii and pliolon inlen.silie.s are sliown together. Pumping 
field llabi frequency is taken to be 1 0 '^  and small damping constant 7  cliosen to be 
unity in units of 1 /ps.
In this section we will illustrate the analytical results obtained in the previous 
sections. For this aim we will first evaluate sonu? parameters. We have already 
introduced the exciton-photon coupling constcint g (with a different notation) in 
the exciton-photon interdiction section of introduction chapter. Thus  ^ can be 
estimated as
/V / A
J ' (2.7-1)<J Ti. '¿imLc \S'/
where Lc the effective cavity length,  ^ tlie oscillator strength per unit area, N 
the number ol ciuantuni wells. In U('i. 2 1 , it has bc'en louiul that this interaction is 
about 5meV^  lor a Cevvity involving 7(i —.Л, (luantuni wells and with the parameters 
 ^ — 6  X 10“ ‘'A Lc =  Since we work in units of Л, we convert this to a
jnoper frequency unit, which is inverse |)ico-seconds lor the relevant time scale, 
and obtain 4.62 (1/ps). We will take a typical pumping time to  again from 
that reference^ ^^  as 80 fs, so this will be 0.08 ps. And for the exciton energy
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Figure 2.3: Time Variation of Densities of I'lxciton-l^olaritons of Both Branches 
Time behavior of polaritoii densities of botli braiiclies are sliowii. On ]>erfect resonance 
condition in wliich botli detuning |)arameters are zero, both branches behave exactly 
in the same way. We again take 7  = 1, and (Jl'u = 10‘ .
we will take e -  23Ü0 ( 1 /ps). This may he estimated using e.xciton binding 
energies which are tabulated in many books ((;.g. s(>e Ref. 7) and band energies 
of the corresponding crystals.^ We have used Cla-.\s parameters for convenience. 
We will also consider a pumping field with g£o =  1 0 ‘ ( 1 /ps). Note tluit this 
pariuneter is immaterial for C|ualitalive restdts, since it enters the results just as 
a coefficient. So we could also take it as unity. However, since the chosen order 
is typical for ptimping fields used in various experiments, we will use it as stated. 
Those parameters will not be changed during the following numerical discussions. 
In the preceding paragraphs, we give all tlu' numerical results together with 
brief explanations and discussions.VW will extract conclusions and give detailed 
remarks in the conclusion chapter.
First of all, we want to examine the role of decay rate F on the intensif}' of 
cavity photons. Suppose that both of these detuning parameters are zero and 
the system is in exact resonance case. The dynamical behavior of the cavity field
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Figure 2.4: C ¿ivity-lixcilon Detuning Eifecty on the intensity 
Cliaiigo ill the cavity iield iiitoiisity a.s the cleluiiing is ¡iicreased for some values is 
shown. The luinierical jiaraineter used here are 7 == 2 and  ^ Intensity is given
in arbitrary units. Otlier detuning i)aranieter d is kept at zero.
intensit}  ^ for tlie range of 7  G [0, 15] is presented in ligiire 2.1. It is seen here that 
Rabi oscillations vanishes after a. certain value of the damping rate. It can also be 
visualized that there appears a slight increase in the ¡period of Rabi oscillations 
with increasing damping constant. Pure Rabi oscillations Ccin be observed when 
the d¿uııping constant is exactly zero as shown in the figure.
To be able to understand the inechanism of liabi oscillations we refer to 
figure 2 .2 . In this figure, we have shown intensity of the exciton together with 
the cavity photons for the case of infinitely high ([uality cavity, i.e. both detuning 
parameters are zero. We have introduced a small damping 7  = l ( I / / ;6·). If the 
(himping would be Z(mo, than we would sc(‘ constant pohiriton densities for both 
branches. Now we see that both of the polariton branclnis decay in the same w¿ıy 
¿IS shown in figure 2.3. Their contribution to the cavity iiit(‘iisity is determined 
with the Bogolubov uv coefficients. In the cxise of the Ccivity with infinetcly high 
quality these coefiicients ¿ire exactly the same. Therefore, we conclude tluit both
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Figure 2.5: Punii^-Cuvit}· l)('t.uniiig Eilects ou the Intensity 
Cliaiigc in the cavity field iuteusity as llie detuning is increased for some values is 
shown. 'I'he numerical parameters us('d h(*re ar<‘ 7  = 2  and //¿’0 =  И)’ . Intensity is 
given in arhitrary units. Other detuning |)araim't(4· Л is k('pt at zero.
polariton hranches contribute with the same amounts to the radiation. hVoni the 
ligiirc rehited to the bare state' i)ictur(‘ of phenonu'non we see* tliat emission of 
cavity pliotons accompanied by tlu* decay ed ('.xcilon so that tlieir total number is 
conserved. Periodic energy (‘xchaiige' In't wes'ii two oscillatory lie'Ids can be clearly 
seen also in figure 2 .2 .
So far, only the cavities of infijute' quality have been considered. Now, we 
will give the results for three rc'gijiies of damping by considering various detuning 
])Ossibilities. In ligurc 2 . 1 , A is chang('d whih' 6 is kept at zero. In experiments 
this is accomplished easily by changing the spotting position of the incoming 
beam to detune the cavity from the ri'sonance mode. Most intr'iesting results are 
of course appeared in tlu' case of weak damping. And it is se('ii that mor«' beats 
can be o!)servecl if the cavity is set to a propr'r off rf'sonance mode, but at the cost 
of reduction in the period and the amplitud(‘ (il the beats. Changing the trequency 
of the pumping signal, one can get nonzero detuning S parameter easily. However
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Figure 2.6: Ii)U'usiti('.s in Critical Damping Case 
Ijiteiisitie.s ol cavity ii('kl, oxcitoiis, j)olajitoiis of botli hraiiclios are shown. The 
numerical i)arameLi‘rs usial lierci ar(' ~ f).2 1 and (jt\) lOh lnl(‘iisity is given in 
arbilraj’y units. All detiining paraiiK'tc'rs are kept at /(uo.
this parameter cannot change th(‘ aiiiplitinh' of t lu' h(*ats as signilicantly as A. 
Morcîover, 6 chTuning has no eflc'ct cm the' ix'riod (position) of the' beats.Idiese 
results are demonstratecl in figure 2 .5 . Naturally going too far from resonance 
for both of tlic detuning j)arcLmeters smoothen the beats comi)let('l}\
In figure 2.6 we prc'sent the results for the d}’naiiiical behavior of intensities of 
rdl ficilds of interest for tlu' case of critical dami>iiig. TIk' rc'sults picdict WTisskopf- 
VVigner like decay for tlie cavity fic'ld intc'nsity. Detunings from pump ¿ind exciton 
resonances does not yield signiiiccLUt rc'sults since the* Rabi oscillations and be¿ıts 
cease at the critical damping rate. Similarly in the strong damping case we don’t 
have any interesting beahvior of cavity fic'ld intc'nsiljc As shown in figure 2.7, 
intensity of ca.vity field is lowc'r than the critical damping case. It becomes 
harder to prepare high enough intensity of cohercuit cavity photons initially while 
damping is stronger than the Rain frc'queiKAC ITxcitons are more dominant in 
this case. Polaritons are stable for a very short of time, then the}^  stcirt to decay.
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Figure 2.7: Intensities in Strong Damping C’as('
Intensities of cavity ii('ld, excitons, j)olaritons of both brancln's are shown. Tlie 
nmiierical j)araineters used herci are = Ki and (jt\) -- lOh Inl(Misity is given in 
arbitrary units. All detunijig parauieters are ke])t at zero.
During that short time we ¿ilso observe an increase of cavity field intensity. I'his 
is due to the fact that, loss of excitons is compansated by increase in the ])lioton 
number to ke(?p the polariton iiumbcM* at a st(‘ady valmx Gif resonancci cases which 
can bc‘ reaclu'd by di'tuning pa.iam(‘t('is bring nolbing inter(\sl ing or un(\\p(‘cU‘d, 
hence are not shown.
2.7 Fano Factor for the Micro-cavity 
Exciton-Polariton System
Photonic hano factor is defined as tollows
uh
{'>)
(2.75)
where Ah  =  h —(/7), and h is the Fork ininiber operator. Thus Fauo factor simply 
measures the ratio of the photon number variance to tlie number oi photons. For
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the Poissouian di.strihutioii this yields unity whereas we have T  < 1 for sub- 
Poissoiiiaii photon distribution, (.'haotie disi ribntions give Fano factor larger 
than unity. Since the vaenuin stall* ol I hi* exciton-])olariton system is evolved to 
a two mode colierent state due to the i)nmping field interaction, we will evaluate 
the required civerages with respect to the state [ a) such that | o) =:| a) + 0 | q )_ 
with Q± are known pai'ami'ters of the coherent states of the both polariton fields. 
Since we know that polariton oi)erators evolve in time according to the following 
equation
i'.\ =  1 (· f.\e+u + (2.76)
iipcirt from a noise term which is not important for onr purposes, we can see that 
when this operator acts on the two modi* coherent state it gives the following
c.\ I a) -  rOx I n). (2.77)
Here, A = i  is the branch index, F is known complex damping parameter, /1  ^and 
B± the time dependent evolution coidficients, cj-o the initiid polariton operators, 
and
Ox = A^e^. + Bxa-. (2.78)
The riilation between the photon operators and the polariton operators supplied 
by the Hogolnbov nv transformation with the known transformation coeflicients 
n and V,
1/. =  nC). -1- ec_, (--^b)
allows ns to express any averaging of combination of photon creation and 
annihilat ion ojKirators in terms ol polariton opi'rators. In this respect, we have
a'a = -Va^ cJp ’a,
A/i
(2.8Ü)
where /Va;, are tin* matrix elements foriiK'd by n v mnltiplications. It shotdd 
be noted that Eq. ( 2.80) is a bilinear ((piadratic) form and a matrix eciuation 
ro*presentation. Similarly, we can write (with ignoring explicit torni of rnatri.x 
elements A,,^ ,^a)
x :  A , ( 2 . S 1 )
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1 has, using the equation 2.77 and the Hose type coininutation relation of 
I)olariton operators (which art' in the sanu' lorin at ¿dl times.) it is easy to 
show tliat
((u^a)·') - I  r  |- x ;  I r  | ‘ ^  (2.82)
It is not hard to see that the last term is just the same as tlu' square of the mean 
number of photons. Hence, it will be cancelled in the evaluation of the mean 
numix'r variance. Therefore, we end up with the following rc'sult for the Fano 
factor
E„,,a
,^>U — (2.83)
E , a
.A-t that point, it is better to use explicit forms of the matrix elements of A and 
N matrices. For the numerator of I'ano factor exj)ression we have
((i * T I d.|. I'· “(-(ii *(' F (<(’ *)2/f( (i^|d_) +  (c * T «*(,)“) I 0-  . (2.81)
This expression can be simplilied using the condition a“ T e ' — I. However, 
the simplified form is just the sanu' as the (h'nominator. 'riierefore, we obtain 
jFp/, =  1 at all times.
2.8 Leaky Micro-cavities
So far we have exaniiiiecl th(‘ iiitra-ca\hly (ichl and its statistics. However in 
most prcictical device's dieh'ctric walls (d’ tlu' re'sonaXors allow ini('raction of that 
intra-cavity field and the.' external iie.'ld. Thus, the cavity field contributes to 
the exti'rnal iie'ld by t ransmissieai throu/»Ji t li(‘ ca\ ity walls. Since*, pract ie*ally 
experiments measure that external field spe'ctra, tlie properties ol the total outi)ut 
field are desirable information and shoulel be exiimine'd. In this respect, the effect 
of the external field on the? cavity fic'lel should also lx* considereel. This eflect arise's 
clue to the IVcictional transmission ol some ol llu; output field into the cavity as 
an input field. This input field is treatcxl as ¿i noise on the intra-exvvity field, ddiis 
input noise is always prc'sent wlu'nevi'r w(* consider a |)artially transparent cavity^
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Weills (îvcMi if the input [¡('Id is in rolici*('iil or vaainin sUiUîd” Sudi a siliialion 
is Ircatccl in the Ibllovving discussions within tin* ([uantuin Langmin eciuations 
ioiinalisni. We iiuiy note here that this rorinalisin can be visualized as a kind of 
scattering theory which eiud>les the output fields to b(‘ detenniiied from th^ · input 
fields via, the indirect ro u te  of lh(‘ir intinacl ion with a system.'^* For the sakt.' of 
the problem under examination wc' will d(‘al with the one-sided h'aky cavitic s^ in 
the following discussions.
For the problem of exciton-i)olariton in a h‘aky ca\'ity we consider the following 
model to describe the interaction with the (wternal field
— Rpol + Rbatli + Rlnt· (2.85)
We will apply IlWA again, since fre(inenc\· (jf the; e.xterual modes is very large. 
We will also suppose that external h(>hl has continunm of inodes such that u  6  
(—0 0 , 0 0 ) formally. Therefore we* write
 ^^  pul U!U + (bU) + <j{u^ b +  (ib )^, (2,86)
(2.87)
Jliui =  i J  — ai'i{iuy\dw.
Here /il(ca) is the annihilation o])erator of the external field and k(u;) is the 
cou])ling constant for tin* (‘Xternal lii'ld-cavity field interaction. Heisenberg 
eciuation of motion for the /d(a.’ ) is
(2.89)
lis equation may b(.' solved either using the initial conditions at time <. t 
or using the final conditions at tinu> /1 > /.. Initial conditions determine the 
input field while the final conditions deti'rmine the out])ut field. We define the 
corresponding annihilation ojiei'ators ol input and output fields as lollows
«.,„(/) —L r
v/27t J —-<
(Lw c .y(f-fo)
a,„(t) =  - ^ r  du,
s/'lir J-y-·
(2.90)
(2.91)
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\vli(T(' /^ 0,1 (tt·’) (Iciiotc the iiiilial and liiial I'xlci'iial lirld opcratois. We also note 
llicit the uiiiius yi i^i is just a couva'iitloii lor deiujling the leltward propagating 
held as the input heh.l to the resonator. Wc wdl also introduce one more 
assmu]>tion known as the Markov ajipro.xiinalion such that we will take a 
I'requencj' independent coupling constant. In literature the term ///vs/ Mark-oc 
approxtination is also used.'^ "^  I'or cancelation of tt factors we suppose tlie following 
form for the coupling constant:
(2.92)
'i’hen, the hernial integration ol the e(|uation (d motion of the (‘.\teriud licdd 
operator yields
/3{oj) =  c M )^T\hr [— /I J I q (2.93)
(2.95)
These results will be sabstitutc.'d to llic' Heisenberg ecjuatioii of motion of the 
iiitra-cavity field annihilation operator a{t ). Using the notion of input and output 
field operators just defined and using the properties of Dirac-delta functioir^  ^ we 
obtain the following set of differential ('quations
à = -i{ioa  + (jb) -  (‘2.96)
à = ~i{uja + gb) + ~a -  y/ÿ(iout· (2.97)
VVe also immediately note the following l.)oundai*y condition from these equations
(ioLlt + (2.98)
which is valid for /0 < / < //. It must be empluvsized that this boundary condition 
is valid for any system, not specilic to tin/ exciton-polariton problem. Turning 
back to the two diiferential (Kiuations of « (/) , we see that the one written in 
terms of final conditions is actually the time reversed one of the other. Both
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oi these equations are Laiigevin ec|iialioiis. Since tlie clamping term is 
independent from the jirevious tim<‘s, tlie damjiing is Morkavian. Last terms 
aie tlie noise tc'rms. VVe* note* tlie Iri'C’dom c>l choice“ with ihc' dependeiiec' of 
initial and filial conditions. In most case the procediiri“ starts l)\' I he spc'cilicatioii 
o( a pro))er iii|)iit like vacuum, lliermal, white eu' scpiec-zed slates. Then we 
sedve; tli(.“ I'hp ( 2.9G) lor <i{l). Output held is compuled hy use eif the houiidary 
condition 2.98 from the known a(l) and a,„. Here wi' will follow a more general 
treatment and obtain the redations of in|)ut, oiitinit and intra-cavity lields without 
any specifications. Using the ecpiatioii of motion of h{t)
i> — —id) — i(ja, (2.99)
we can eliminate h{l) from the equation of motion of </(/,) and obtain
d +  [f(uJ -f· c) +  X](i + (g- -  '^()u = s/ga'in + icy/^a,,,· (2 . 1 0 0 )
This ecpiation can b(‘ reeluced to an alg(“braic e(|nalion with the aid of Lburier 
transformation defined as
ail)
v/·
L · I '' c/a;c-'“^ ('-'‘'>«(u,').
2tt
(2 .101)
VVe see that the Fourier transformation of cq„ i^  readily definc'd as —,6q[u ). To 
make a diflerence betwec'ii the spectral (Iburier) frecpiency and the frequency of 
the free cavity mode, we will ch'iiote the latter as ci.\. from now on. Hence, after 
a little algebra we obtain the following relations
/y ÿ fc  -u>)
i(a;) = -----7
-j- ] -j- / —p -f- ^ ) ^^ili ·)
and
 ^  ^ —Co’“ + U;(co\. -f- ( ) — + ij^  + / — 7 6 7
— Ti )  ^ .. .s- r;
(■).I0 2 )
— ioiu^  ^ -|- <) +  / T iO, c — g- 
Those two results comirletely deterinine the oiit|)ut field for any givcni input field 
(noi.se type). An important conclusion that should be e.xtracted from these results 
is that the spcictrum of the outijut field will be identical to that of the cavity 
field apart from a frequency dependent phase sliift which can only be detectc;d
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ill pluisc-scnsitive spc'ctruin experiiiiriils (such as s([ueeziiig experiments). I'lic 
Fano factor that we have olitaiiied in the pre\ ious section will also l>e valid for the 
output held. Thus, we conclude.^  that tlie out))ut held obeys the usual Poissonian 
stcitistics.
Chapter 3
CONCLUSION
I I I  tlic precetxliiig chapter, we have prc‘S(Mit(M.l a simple qLuinliini model to 
(lescrilie the dyiiamic’al Ix'hax'ior oi l\iihi oscillalioiis in ¿ni (‘xciloii-polariloii 
system prepared in a microca\’it\'. WV' ha\'e ns(‘d the com'entional exciton- 
polariton Hamiltonian imch'r tlu‘ restating wa\4' approximation, d his llainiltonian 
is similar to the Jiiynes-Cummings model Hamiltonian. However, unlike the 
JayiK's-Cummings model, it d(\scribes the intinaction of bosonic particles. Despite 
the fact that excitoii plays a role similar to a two lev(d atom, as long as the density 
of excitons are suilicimitly low, tlun-e is no limit to the number of particles in 
the energy levels. Therefore, the interpretation of radiation from semiconductor 
microc¿ıvities Ccinnot be done using tin' absorption ¿md emission of photons while 
the electrons hopping between tin' emn-g}' h'Nids. Idiotons in tlu' cavity combine 
with iUc excitons and form polaritons. Kiuliation should be int('rpr('t(,4l with the 
decay of iiohiritons. Sinc(? t in* polaritons ai4‘ stc*ady states p¿ııi ich‘s this ch'cay can 
only be seen due to an external agent w'hich disturlies the eciuilibrium. In the 
case of cavity, this agent is th(‘ interaction with the cavity walls (wall boson). 
This type of processes involving excitons, and (xxciton-polaritons are dominant 
at low temperatures. In the cas(' of high tem|)('ratures one should take into 
account the interaction with tlu‘ [ihonons.^^’'^ '^ VVe stress here that both bixinches 
contribute to the rcidiation. Another important difference is that even if the 
initial stcite of the Ccivity held is chosen to be a coherent one, the phenomenon
:V:)
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oi collcipse ciiid reviviils cannot be seen in such a system. VVe have applied the 
Bogoluhov canonical (nv) trciiislorniation i(; diagoiicdize the iiiochd Hiimiltonian. 
It has been ])roven that this t ranslorimition also transfornis the \acuum state of 
(he bare system, i.e. tin' va(*iiiim state of ])roducl spac'e of photons and excitons 
to the \7 iciuim state ol the polaritons. Moreover, llu^  ex])licil ndation between 
the excilon-|)olariton state's and th<‘ bare' state's is also lound.
It may a.lse) be.' note'el lie'ie' I hat sinc(‘ all the' se'conel oreh'r inte*ra.ctions 
like Ide'xciton creatie)ns, e’ounte'r legating te'inis of simultane'ous e‘reation and 
annihilation of photons and excitons, and exchange terms are ignored, interesting 
ejuantum optical phenomenons like seiiu'/ing or sub-l\)issonian stiitistics of 
ixidiatexl light cannot be' e'X|)ecte‘el in such a syste*m. lloweve'r, technologically 
anel liinelame'iitally im|)e)i'tant phe’iiomeiuai ol Kabi e>se’illatie)ns and the* oe’ure'iice* 
oi beats in the radiation si)ectrum fre)iii a iionide'al semiconductor microcavit\' 
¿it low temper¿ıtures can be ])redie‘te‘el ¿iiiel ele'scribe'el in the* framework of the 
theory tluit we Inive presented. Noni(ie¿ılity of the cavity is described b}' the 
pre'sence of a Markovian dam|)ing. VVn h¿L\'e' treated tlnit damping eflects witli 
the stanelcirt Heisenberg- Langevin ¿ıpı)ro¿ıch. By tliis way, we' Inive bo'en able to 
examine ciualitatively diifere'iit re'ginu's of damping, namely strong, critical and 
weiik (h'im|)ing regijiie's. 4 ‘hose' e'ase-s ¿ire* de'te'rmine'el due' te> the' e*e>inp¿ırise)n of l\bd)i 
freciiK'iicy ¿ind the.' ehimping [¿ite*. Our |)re'dictie;iis ¿iie* conlii’iiie'd e‘xp<'rime'nt¿dly 
in reference.
We liave also paid a de'taile'd ¿itte'iitioji to the' pj-e'paration of the' initial state's 
for the exciton-pohiriton syste'iii to be* ¿ible' to e'xamine' the ehim|)ing regions. It 
has be'en shown tlnat the' correct initial st¿\te* for the ])olariton system shoulel be' ¿i 
two mode coherent st¿ıte‘. In the' pre'()iii*('ition stej), we* have ignejre*d the dam])ing 
since the pumping iie*ld-e'xe;iton inte'r¿ıction is much stronge'r than the d¿ım])ing 
rate. Although we have considered a re'ct ¿inguhir pulse with a very short duixition, 
the result of coherent initi<d polariton system is ¿i general one and the choice oi 
rectanguhir pulse is only ¿in ¿ılge*br¿ıical sim[)licity without loss oi generality. The 
form of the Harniltoiiicin which describes the pumping process in the polariton 
picture is clearly same ¿vs the two mode (tinui dependent) disphiced harmonic
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oscillator. Ibis (Misiircs the g(*U(.‘ralily ol our rcsulls. Belorc' t;li(.‘ i)uiiipiiig ii('kl 
is on, the state ol tlu.^  excitons ¿iiid i)liotoiis is given as a vacuum state due to 
the low teni|)erature. Under the action ol tlu^  pumping field, this vacuum state 
evolves into a (time depemdent) coherent state. We also note that, not only the 
polaritons but also tlu' [>hotons and tin' ('xcitons are in the coherent states. This 
can be easily seen with th(‘ Bogolubov transrormations.
The possibility ol observation ol {(¿dji oscillations ¿ippeared due to the 
enhancement of the i)hoton-exciton cou[)ling constant compared to the bulk 
value because of the (juanturn confinements in the cavities. C’avities also act 
like huge two level atoms since they give us well s(‘|)aretes held modes, in the 
ideal situation, only one of those mod(‘s cou]des to the levels of the atom with 
a level spacing еерда! to the frec|U(‘iicy of that mode. This is llu' resonance case 
with the resonance Irecjuency (*([ual to tlu^  transition frequeneje However, due 
to the diifuculties in setting exact r('sonanc(\s, it is also important to consider 
the detunings from resonance freciuencies. In our theory, we have' presented two 
detuning parameters. One is the detuning of tlu.' (xivity field from the exciton 
resonance and represented as A, and tlu' other is the detuning of the cavity 
field from the |)umping field resonance and r(q)resented as 6. As it is showm 
in figure 2 . 1 ., after a c(M*tain damping rate that w(' call critical damping rate 
7 ,. =  \/-i/y^  +  A “\ liabi oscillations ceasev ddnuefore we hcvve focuscxl on the w(xdv 
damping regime and examiiK.^  the role (Л’ detuning parameters on the ixidiation 
s|)ectrum only in this case. VVluni both of those dcd.unings are kept at zc‘ro, 
then figure 2.2 sliows us nature ol Ka.bi oscillations. We note her(} that the total 
niimixu* ol photons and ('xcilons are always <ч|иа1 to th<‘ (o(al inimlxM* ol I lu' 
polaritons. 'That is why tlx* dips in (Ik‘ inlnisily graph of (‘xcihxis (i)hotonsj 
correspond to the peidvs for the [)hol.ons ((‘xcitons). We see 1к‘ге the exchange 
of (‘xcitatioiis fxitw'een photon and excilon < learly. l)('tuning c'lh'cts are shown in 
figures 2 .1 . and 2 .5 . It is understood that the detuning of cavity mode from the 
('Xidtcxi r(\sonanc(.' A is moi(' crilical lactor loi* obs('r\ation ol l\abi oscillations 
than detuning from the pum[)ing field r(\sonance 6. Increase of A leads to the 
decrease of the period of liabi oscillations since' that period is de'termined by the
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’r(?iiornialized llabi iic'quciicy’ Muveover, llir (l(‘crccise in llie
aniplitiidc' of oscillalions is sU-oii,i>(‘r l liaii iUe (‘<is(' id* d, Nol.c lliat, d has no cih'ri 
on the iK/riod of oscillalions. Wo lı¿ı\'(' also pi-i'soiillal iho results for strong and 
critical dcunping cases wlii're no Kahi oscillaiicnis ¿iii* observc'd.
VVe liavaî also ('lu'cki'd tin* type ol statistics ol the ca\'il,y field and shown that 
the [)liotonic hano factor is unity at all tinii's as ex|)(‘ctcd. It is well know that 
the output liglit from that ca\'iiy also has lUe same type' of statistics as excitons 
and polaritons in tlie s '^stcmi.
Fiiudly, the out])ut radiation is also ('xamined and we lia\'e found all the 
required n^lations betwc'en the input, out|)ut, and tin' cavity li(‘ld so that after the 
specification of the input field (lik(‘ a whit(‘ noise for a common example), we can 
determine the output held completely.''
Thus the above pri'sented material gi\'(‘s us a simple machinery to deal with 
the temporal studies of the simiiconductor microeax ities. Our results allows to 
control the amplitude and the number of the beats in the output signal from 
such a cavity. Thercîfore, we hope' that tin.'}' might be usufid for the designers 
of opticid devices and sources. Idindamentally, we have presented pure quantum 
mechanical treiLtment of the Habi oscillations in the damped and leaky cavities 
and discus.sed the optimum conditions at which Raid oscillations can be observed.
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